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COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES FOR DIRICHLET SERIES

BY

W. T. SLEDDC)

1. Introduction. The primary purpose of this paper is to study coefficient

estimates of Dirichlet series

00

f(x) =   2 anWP{-Kx),        A„^co,    0 < Aj < A2 < ■■•,
71 = 1

for which the sequence {An} satisfies certain lacunarity conditions. D. Gaier [2]

has used such estimates in one of his proofs of the high-indices theorem for Borel

summability, in which results on the order of an entire function are inferred from

its rate of growth along the real line. A by-product of his work is the estimate

\an\è2KPn\\fh when 2 A"1 <co, feL\0,co), and

TT  Ate + A„

k*n    Ak      An

Some subsequent papers in much the same vein are due to G. Halász [3] and to

J. M. Anderson and K. G. Binmore [1]. Halász has obtained estimates for

Or» 2" fln. and 2i Wn\ when \n + 1/\n^q> 1 and /satisfies appropriate conditions.

The paper of Anderson and Binmore is concerned with the application of coefficient

estimates to the study of entire functions. Their work includes the estimate \an\

<(2An)1/X|/||2 where/>„ is as above, 2 A^oo, and/GL2(0, co).

L. Schwartz [8] had earlier obtained results which essentially include both the

estimates of Gaier and of Anderson and Binmore. Indeed, as the referee has

pointed out, S. Mandelbrojt [5] had also established inequalities of the same kind

and these appear in larger form in [6]. Later, Mandelbrojt's results were extended

by F. Sunyer Belaguer [9], [10].

There is some question left to the sharpness of Schwartz's estimates and in §2

it is proved that if 1 £p£2 and fe Lp(0, co) then

\an\ S (2\ny»Pn\\f\\p.

I do not know if the constant is sharp when p < 2, or if the order of the estimate

still holds when/» > 2 but in §2 there are estimates when/? > 2 for functions which are

subject to more stringent conditions. Also in §2 there are estimates for the sequence

of partial sums.
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These results are applied in §3 to obtain some gap theorems. W. Rudin [7]

showed that if lim inf An + 1/An = 1 then there is a Dirichlet series so that/' 6 V-(0, co)

yet 2 an diverges. In §3 it is shown that there are sequences {An} so that lim An + 1/A„

= 1, but so that iff e V(0, co) when p > 1, or if/" e L\0, co), then 2 I an | < co.

2. Coefficient estimates.

Theorem 2.1. Iff(x) = 2n= i an exp ( — Xnx) converges for each x>0, J. X~1<oo,

andfeL*(0, oo), 1 Úpú2, then \an\ Z{2KrlvPAf\\, where

Pn n A)c + An

Ai- —A,vlc

Proof. Let

and

Then if Re z < 0

Let

so that

AW =  2 akcxp(-Xkx)
k = l

F(z) =   T g*»P(-H        e > 0.
fi?l Ak~z

F(z) = f~ e«Mt + e),dt.

m = n £=j-
fc = l   *k + Z

where

G(z) = F(z)B(z) =  ¿^exp(-V)^(z)
k = \       Z+Ak

Now Bk(z)/(z+Xk) e H2, a Hardy class of functions in the right half-plane, and so

the same is true of G. Consequently, G may be represented by the Poisson integral

of its values on the imaginary axis, and

\\G(x + iy)\\q ¿ ||GO»||,

if x>0andgal [4, p. 124, and p. 128].

Next, let T be the boundary of a rectangle in the right half-plane with sides

parallel to the real and imaginary axes, and enclosing An.

Let £2/p = exp (2/p log £) for |arg £| <tt/2, with log 1=0. Then by the residue

theorem

anexp(-Xne)Bn(Xn) _ -I f F(z)Bn(z)

(2An)2" 2«Jr(z+An)2'"

i r f
i Jr (z

dz.
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But since G(z) goes to zero uniformly in any fixed half-plane Re z ̂  8 > 0 [4,

p. 125] it follows that

anexp(-A„e)5„(An)       1   f-   F(x'n + iy)Bn(x'n + iy)J_ f-   F(x'n + iy)Bn(x'n + iy) ,
27rJ_œ      « + i> + An)2"      fl'

_1_ p   /-« + ^)/in(x; + /»

2ttJ_00      (x: + iy + An)2*     ay

= h+h

where jcñ < An < x"n.

Then

i .«,.rr u;+/>+a„»      </y     i«»

where l/p+l/q=l. A similar estimate holds for 72. Since ||G(x^ + />')||,á ||G(/»||,

we may let x"n —> co and xj, -> 0 to conclude that

l#n(A„Kexp(-A,,e)|       1

(2An)-- - è «<*'»««(/_"„ ?TÂl)1,P

Moreover, since |7J(7y)| = 1, then ||CFC/y)||Q = ||/•"('» I«, but /7(0>) is the Fourier trans-

form of/N(i + e), so that by the Hausdorff-Young inequality [11, p. 96], |C(i»l|,

ú(2n)1^\\fN(t + e)\\p.

Combining these inequalities gives

|anexp(-A„e)| ^ ^^L \\fN(t + e)\\p.

If e > 0, summation by parts shows that there is a constant C such that

\fN(t + e)\  Ï CCXP(-AX0

and

\f(t + e)\ S Cexpí-Ají).

Since /jv(0 ->f(t) when  i>0, the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem

implies that

I/n(í+«)-/('+«>L-*0.

But ||/(í + e)||pá ¡/Ilp and so letting N-+ co and then e -* 0 in the above inequality

completes the proof.

The next theorem deals with the case where p > 2. The technique is essentially

that of Halász [3].
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Theorem 2.2. If

(a) f(z) = 2" = i an exp ( — Anz) converges when Re z > 0;

(b) \\f(rew)\\P-¿M whenever \6\úv= ^ß<™ß\

(c) 2^n1,i<c0. where ß+8 = y>\, and ß<2; then

2MßXH-
|9COs(y7r/2)| isii

Af + Al»
Ait"-Aa»

where \/p+l/q=\.

Proof. Let

and

4>ÁZ) =  2 akexp(-Xkz)

f(z) = f afc7i~H    « > 0.
k = i        xk~z

Then if Re zeia < 0, and | a \ < -n/2

/»CO

F(z) =        exp(zíete)^n(reia + e)eiaí//.
Jo

But if z = ref* and Re zeia<0, then

|F(z)| ^ y    exp (rff cos (0 + a)) <ftj    \\<pN(te* + e)\\P

= ^teÍa + ^\qrCosl(0 + *)r

Now let (0lie be defined for |arg £| <tt, (l)1/i= 1, and set

^Z)      1,1 l+(z/Afc)"«

Similarly define (01/8> so that letting

a = ± -q, Z = r exp ( ± irrß/2),

\zll"F(z)B(z)\
\\^(te" + E)\\v

|9Cos(y77-/2)|1/9

Now z1,qF(z)B(z) is of relatively slow growth for |argz| <ßn/2, so that by the

Phrägmen-Lindelöf theorems [12, p. 180]

\zll<lF(z)B(z)\ á A,       |argz| ^ ßu/2.

In particular, if z = An then

Aj^|g»j exp(-An£)

2j8An n Al« —Al'*
Ai« + Ai«

< yi.

As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, let JV-> oo and then e -> 0 to obtain the desired

inequality.
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The next theorem deals with sequences of partial sums.

Theorem 2.3. 7//(x) = 2n = i a* exp ( — A„x) converges for each x>0, 2 A¿"1<co

andf e Lp(0, co), 1 <p<2, /Ae«

2 a" ^^||/'||p[Cr.1 + Cs]

x + A,

x-Afc

vvAere Ap is a constant depending on p alone, and

1 T^T

Cn =      Min      -r^rP il

Proof. The proof is very much the same as that of Theorem 2.1 and hence

many of the details are omitted.

Let
N

<t>Ax) = 2 A"a" exP ( ~ A**)'

F(z) =  2  A^eXP,(:Mz + £)).        e > 0,

and

m=n¥-:z
k = i Afc + z

If T is a rectangle in the right half-plane enclosing Ar,..., As and no others then

2 an exp (-Xke) = -y-,    -f¿ i/z

= J_ f-   /-(xf + /y) 1   f»   F(xs + iy)

2ttJ_00     Xr + r)> 2ttJ_00     Xs + Z>

= h+h,
where Ar _ x < xr < Ar 5j As < xs < As +1#

If G(z) = F(z)7i(z)then

IAIá¿l^+WlA(JT-1s^p)
where l/p+l/q=l and

<fy     \1/p

7JL = max
1

v    \B(xr + iy)\

A similar estimate holds for 72 and since

\\G(xr + iy)l Ú ||GO»||g = \F(iy)U ̂  (2^)1'"\\Ut + e)\\P

it follows that

2 afcexp(-Afc£)   g APH*(t + t)\\J% + %\

Letting N-+CO and then e -> 0 completes the proof.
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Theorem 2.4. If f(x) = 2*°= i an exp ( — Anx) converges for each x>0, 2 A„~ * < oo,

andf" e L\0, co) fAe«

Z ß*< m=     2 Min      -T"
Ár_!<x<Ar   X k-i

x + Xh

x-X.
+     Min     -["

Ai<x<As + i X fC = ^

x + Xk

x-X,

Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3 and so will be

omitted.

3. Some applications.    Before applying the estimates of §2 it is necessary to

establish a result about the special sequence An = exp («").

Theorem 3.1. If An=exp (na) and 1 >«>0 fAe«

K + AJ*.-n K— An
^ exp C«2(1-a)

where C is a constant, dependent only on a.

Proof. Since Ak/Ajc_1^ Ak + i/Afc, it follows that

n-i        \ n-l\        co     / \   \i °°      in-l

fc?i K^K = k?i K ,?0 W := y?i K Â K

- 2 iKzS IiA* - 2 (-jf) i-wvi
i i i

And

But

OC \ CO CO -I

fc=n+lA*      rtn í=i fc = n+l  Afc

2    17 ^ T7— + exp(-7Xa)^
k = n + l ñk An + 1      Jn+1

so that

l\iJ^f,(£H;j(^)'*
<■    An 1 if«       Ane-"      du

- K+il-kfK+i   «J(»+l)«î?rî7^l-V-,'

An + i 1- A„/An + i    a 1 — An/An + 1 J(n + i)«

But

m1'«-1«-"^ = («+l)1-aA-+1i+ — t_JÍ-¿M
J(n+1)° «      J(n+1)» "
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so for large values of n

t.i, Ai = i-aa+i «i-An/AB+11   W+iW;

1,1 1 „  2 1
~ an""1     a2(«+l)2<a"1) = «2("+l)2C£I"1,

So

nAfc+An    t—r    K + K
TTTT   I 1   TTIT

áexp2 2TAT--exp2   ¿   jA
(c=l  An-Afc fc-T}.l ^fc-^n

^ expCn2(1-a)

where C is some constant.

With this estimate the following theorems may be proved.

Theorem 3.2. If p > 1 then there is a sequence {An} such that if

f(x) =  2 anexp(-Anx)
n=l

converges for each x>0 andf e L"(0, co) then 2 |an|e <coybr each e>0.

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that \<pfí2, for if p>2 and

/'g 7_p(0, co) then /' e L'(0, co) for each r<p. This is true since the integrability

of/' depends only on its integrability over (0, 1).

Now by Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.1, if An = exp (na) and 2/3<a< 1 then

|a„|£ = 0(e\p(eCn2a-a)-eq-1na)),

and this estimate shows that 2 lan|c converges.

Theorem 3.3. There exists a sequence {An} such that iff(x) = 2™= i an exp ( — Anx)

converges for each x>0 andf" e Lx(0, co) then 2 Wn\e converges.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.4. The proof is similar to that of Theorem

3.2.
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